HPE PRIMERA STORAGE

OBJECTIVES
This learning path for administrators provides the route to administrative competence in HPE Primera environments. Recommended prerequisite training or equivalent skills and experience are key to benefitting from these technical hands-on courses. Click on the course icon to register.

Choose between either path to learn HPE Primera. Managing HPE Primera is a combination of HPE Primera I and HPE Primera II.

See next page for a list of recommended courses to take after completing this learning path.
Learning path

Expand your HPE Primera knowledge with one or more of these additional options

After you’ve completed the HPE Primera learning path training, continue your learning journey with one or more of these related courses. Each provide more in-depth knowledge on technologies that work with Primera and can be taken in any order.

- **H9TJ0S/H9TJ6AAE**
  - **Integrating Veeam with HPE Storage Solutions**
  - 2 days
  - 2 credits
  - For customers integrating Veeam with HPE storage solutions

- **H9P99S**
  - **HPE Recovery Manager Central**
  - 2 days
  - 2 credits
  - For customers using RMC to manage data protection

- **HN5A3S**
  - **HPE Storage – Containers and Automation**
  - 2 days
  - 2 days
  - For customers developing automation and integration applications

- **HN5B0-**
  - **HPE InfoSight Analytics Professional**
  - 2 days
  - 2 credits
  - For customers using HPE InfoSight to enhance their skills and knowledge in analyzing performance issues and gaining AI-driven recommendations across HPE solutions

**KEY**

- Required course
- Optional course
- Virtual instructor-led training (VILT)
- eLearning

**LEARN MORE AT**

[https://hpe.com/ww/learnstorage](https://hpe.com/ww/learnstorage)
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